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distractions. whispers. mimicry.

 

too many compelling reasons to hide, to shrink, to feel 

nothing at all.

 

i’m tired of the numbness.

 

i’m kenT, and i’m an artist – absolutely the tortured kind.

 

i am movement, a flurry of pattern and frenzy, flirting with 

paintbrushes and putty knives, markers and mistakes. i am 

attracted to the pitch and yaw of opposites, their nuances 

and perplexing subtleties.

 

i paint simplicity with shades of complexity—pockets of light 

that marry contours of shadow, and they coexist and adapt 

together as complements of each other.

 

i am electric, a live wire. lowercase but with capital impact.

 

and while the air is still static with electricity, i sit in stillness 

and study what will be yours. will it make you feel?

 

i paint so you will feel connection. desire. intimacy. depth.    

 

come feel alive with me. 

P U L L  M E 
T H R O U G H 
T H E  C R O W D



all i ever wanted was something i never knew i wanted.  

my brain could ponder and think - tinker and day dream about all the things i wanted in another.  all i ever wanted in a lover.

it however wasn’t my cranium that created the moment that checked the box that never existed.

it was a hand.  a hand reached.  a hand with extended fingers - expanding to connect to mine.  a hand wanting the safety, the 

secutity, the sensual declaration that you are mine - that i see you, i get you and i love you.

all i ever wanted was to find the one i wanted everyone to know is mine while at the same time not caring who knows. the one i 

want to pull through the crowd. 

pull me through the crowd



i’m on a mission to 

make the walls of your 

home, office or secret 

lair as neck-snappingly 

beautiful as you are.

all i ever 

wanted



yes, each piece is available in a different size.

however, some pieces lend themselves to the larger canvases

and some to smaller.

let’s discuss.

what size is that?



cross the line undivided there are no boxes



double love we just met pop top



cross the line when you get home



can we do that thing staycation with me



road trip with me all i ever wanted



are you out of words?



road side assistance



no sorry’s use your words proud of you



sunday mornings over easy



just growing



gas station snack aisle horizon view 24 x 48

weren’t we just here?

i like you





taco tuesday



how was your day?





back seat middle hump



pop top flower



everyday 

with

you.

hey-

i like you.



early morning conversations



budding

relationship









budding

relationship
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